Introduction {#s0010}
============

On July 6, 2013, Asiana Airlines Flight 214 from Seoul, South Korea, destined for San Francisco with 307 people on-board, crashed, injuring 182 people and killing 2. The incident dominated the U.S. news. Newscasters and media journalists analyzed every minute of the crash and the events leading up it. For at least 2 days, it appeared as if nothing else occurred in the world. In reality, a great deal was occurring, from a bloody civil war in Syria, to major economic crises in Europe, to gang murders in Chicago. Other news simply ceased to exist while the attention of the U.S. media became fixated on the crash of Asiana Flight 214, with the media paying a great deal of attention on issues of human error.

This chapter does not enter into the engineering details of plane crashes; however, it does examine the public's perception of what it perceives to be a danger in the skies and how these perceptions are translated into the world of tourism surety. "Surety" is the key word here for numerous reasons. The Western world is as dependent on air traffic for travel and commerce as the ancient world was dependent on water transportation. In other decades control of the seas and rivers meant not only control of economies, but it also transformed into military prowess. In today's world, sea travel is still necessary for commerce and often for military success, but ever since the Berlin airlift of 1948, the public has understood the importance of aviation as a military and political tool. By the 1960s, businesses became international and began working across borders and in many different countries. This internationalization meant that many businesspeople became dependent on efficient and safe air travel in order to conduct business around the world. The aviation industry also promoted air travel as a luxurious experience, and thus people could now fly with ease and comfort to their vacation spots or combine air and car travel in what was called a "fly-drive vacation." In all of these areas, the public assumed that despite the fact that a person was thousands of miles above the earth, air travel was safe and efficient. Air safety became of paramount importance, especially as the world of aviation entered into the age of the jumbo jets.

The Distinction Between Security and Safety {#s0015}
===========================================

If we distinguish security from safety, in the earlier decades security was a different issue in aviation. The hijackings of multiple planes to Cuba in the 1960s were often taken at first in a somewhat light-hearted manner. In most cases, airplanes were hijacked for a short while and the passengers and plane were soon returned. In October 2012, Patrick Weidinger, a specialist in aviation security and hijackings, called the period between 1958 and 1970 the "golden age of hijackings." In 1969, there were 82 planes hijacked from the United States to Cuba. During this period, it was not clear what was to be done with hijackers or how to prevent hijacking. Although these hijackings were relatively benign, they alerted the public to the fact that not only did air travelers have to worry about the flight's safety but also about the flight's security. To add to this confusion, no one was quite sure if these were political acts, criminal acts, copycat actions, or pranks. Not only did hijackings destroy people's travel schedules, but also no one knew where the rash of hijackings would lead. This so-called Golden Age came to its conclusion in 1973 when (1) Cuba and the United States agreed that hijackers would be returned to the United States for criminal prosecution, and (2) the United States introduced the metal detector.

[Table 7.1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} indicates that the U.S. hijackings may have begun with political motives, but soon became vehicles for robbery and extortion. The preferred weapon of choice was a gun, but the claim that a bomb was on-board became an important new weapon. What began as an inconvenience soon turned into a very different and more deadly experience. By the 1980s, hijacking (or "skyjacking" as it came to be known) was no longer a mere inconvenience, but had become a deadly political weapon. A few incidents show the extent of how deadly hijacking had become.Table 7.1A List of Some of the Most Famous U.S. HijackingsHijackingDate and destination desiredName of hijackerWeapon usedUS Airlines Convair \#440May 1, 1961/CubaAntulio Ramirez OrtizKnife and gunPan Am \#281Nov. 24, 1968/CubaThree men, one called CastroGunEastern Airlines \#1320March 17, 1970/BostonJohn DivivoGunTWA \#727November 1971/Africa (intended) Cuba (actual)Charles Hill, Ralph Lawrence, and Albert FinneyGunsNorthwest Orient \#305Nov. 24, 1971Dale CooperBomb in suitcaseBraniff \# 39Jan. 12, 1972/Unsuccessful attempt to get to South AmericaBilly Gene Hurst, JrGunTWA \#2January 28, 1972/LA to NYCGarrett TrapnellThreatened to crash planeAmerican Airlines \# 119June 23, 1972/St. Louis to TulsaMartin J. McNallyCopies Dale Cooper's 1971 attemptDelta \# 841July 31, 1972/AlgeriaThree men, one womanGunsSouthern Airways \#49November 10, 1972/around U.S., ends up in CubaMelvin Cale, Louis Moore and Henry D. Jackson, JrThreaten to crash plane into building or city

Notable Hijackings {#s0020}
==================

The Entebbe Hijacking, June 27, 1976 {#s0025}
------------------------------------

On June 27, 1976, Palestinian and German terrorists hijacked an Air France plane flying from Tel Aviv to Paris via Athens with 250 passengers on-board. They diverted the plane to Entebbe, Uganda, where it came under the protection of the Ugandan President Idi Amin. He supported the hijackers with both extra troops and arms. The hijackers separated passengers who were either Jewish or Israeli and on July 1, 1976, released the non-Jewish passengers who were then flown to Paris. The crew was given the choice of leaving, but chose to stay with the plane and remaining passengers, all of whom were then transferred to an airport terminal building. On July 4, 1976, Israeli commandos attacked the Entebbe Airport and rescued most of the passengers. The death toll included 3 passengers, 20 Ugandan soldiers, all 7 hijackers, and 1 Israeli soldier. The Israeli commandos also destroyed 11 Russian MIG fighters. The remaining 97 passengers were flown to Tel Aviv.

TWA Flight 847, June 14, 1985 {#s0030}
-----------------------------

Members of Hezbollah and Islamic Jihad hijacked TWA Flight 847 enroute from Rome to Athens and took the plane to Amman, Jordan. After murdering a U.S. naval diver, the plane was taken on an odyssey to other Arab capitals including Algiers and Beirut. Many of the passengers were not released until the end of June. The capture of the TWA flight proved that, as a political and propaganda tool, hijacking was a very powerful instrument. It attracted a great deal of media and was a successful instrument in convincing the Israeli government to release some 700 prisoners. It would also lessen airline passengers' sense of security. Not only might they be inconvenienced, but also they might be held captive for weeks, and, in a style reminiscent of the Nazi era, people might be killed due to their nationality or religious affiliation.

Indian Airlines Flight IC-814, December 24, 1999 {#s0035}
------------------------------------------------

Five Pakistani hijackers took control of Indian Airlines Flight IC-814 traveling to Delhi from Kathmandu with 180 passengers on-board. The terrorists killed a number of passengers and took the plane first to Pakistan and then to Dubai where 27 hostages and the body of Rupen Katyal were released. The plane then left for Kandahar, Afghanistan. The other passengers were released in India, freeing three terrorists. Once again, it became clear that hijacking was a successful terrorism tool.

September 11, 2001 {#s9000}
------------------

The hijackings that occurred on September 11, 2001, may be the world's most famous cases of plane hijacking. These multiple acts at the same time changed the course of aviation security and demonstrated clearly to the world that a civilian aircraft could be used as a weapon of mass destruction. Prior to the attacks on September 11, most hijackings were of a limited scope, and although there were actions such as the Entebbe raids, most people did not necessarily integrate these acts of terror into their private lives. The 9/11 attacks not only demonstrated how vulnerable a major world power was to a well-coordinated hijacking used for military purposes against civilian targets, but created a major economic shock wave that impacted a great deal of the United States and world economies. The attacks demonstrated that tourism was now at the forefront of nonconventional warfare, that civilian homefront populations were highly vulnerable to attack, and that in a world of interconnected economies, such an attack could damage national economies around the world. The attacks not only resulted in the deaths of thousands of innocent victims, but also further demonstrated how much both U.S. and international businesses had become dependent on the air transportation system over the last few decades.

Issues of Commonality in Hijackings {#s0040}
===================================

There are certain goals that most hijackers have in mind when planning a hijacking, which include:•*Media attention*. Most hijackers do not seek financial gain, but rather seek publicity or political success for a particular cause. The old adage that "all publicity is good publicity" is true for hijackings. The hijacking of a plane receives wide media coverage. This coverage means that the group's cause and name now become public. From the hijackers' perspective, the longer the incident lasts, the more publicity their cause receives.•The airline industry is a major part of not only the transportation industry but also the tourism industry. In fact, anything that hurts the tourism industry also hurts a state or nation's overall economy. When terrorists hijack a plane, they not only receive media coverage, but they also cause both immediate and long-term economic loss. A terrorist hijacking may also result in loss of life. Even failed attacks produce a great amount of inconvenience for the traveling public. The case of Richard Reid, the infamous "shoe bomber," serves as a perfect example. On December 22, 2001, Reid attempted to bomb American Airlines Flight 63 from Paris to Miami. The public was still reeling from the 9/11 attacks that had occurred earlier that year, and Reid was apprehended by a flight attendant and other passengers. Although Reid was arrested, he succeeded in further damaging the airline industry by causing a new policy to be implemented. Passengers in nations such as the United States were now required to remove their shoes for inspection before boarding a flight. This measure was meant to be an additional protection measure, but many airline passengers questioned if shoe removal was nothing more than a bureaucratic overreaction. It is not clear if shoe removal made air travel safer.

Some scholars have attempted to measure airline security on a cost--benefit basis. In an essay titled "Assessing the Risks, Costs and Benefits of United States Aviation Security Measures" by Stewart and Mueller, the authors note that although the hardening of cockpit doors has proved to be cost-effective, the use of air marshals has not. Their analysis reduces hijacking to a statistical number. Such a number may have great value from an actuarial perspective, but tourism is not only about numbers. It is a business with a long after-life and often lives as much on perceptions as it does on facts. Thus, the traveling public, especially the leisure traveling public, often panics and this sense of panic may, if enough media attention is given to the incident, last for many years ([@bb0050]).

Hijacking then takes on at least three different aspects. First, on a national level, it may become part of the political or economic narrative within that country. Many nations have developed both preventative and legal policies to deal with internal hijackings. Second, on the international level, hijackings can become a more complicated issue. For example, the hijacker may take the plane to a country that has no diplomatic relations with the nation of origin or is at a state of war with the latter nation. The United Nations has enacted a number of conventions and protocols to deal with hijacking and considers it an unlawful act. These acts, however, do not mean that any particular nation may choose to respect the protocols of an enemy nation, or protect its citizens. Thus, there is the potential for innocent civilians to be held as hostages or pawns. Third, the hijacking may do great harm to a nation's tourism industry, to its reputation, and to its overall economic well-being.

Counter-Hijacking Measures {#s0045}
==========================

For all of the above reasons, tourism industries, airlines, and national governments have joined forces to prevent airline hijackings. Although at first most people did not realize the seriousness of hijackings. (There are a few exceptions to this statement, such as the Israeli airline, EL AL. In fact, EL AL has built a reputation on being a secure airline and has often been able to charge higher fares due to the fact that the airline is perceived to be safe.) After 9/11 most people understood that hijacking was an act of asymmetrical warfare. Once that perception entered into the public, governmental, and business consciousness, new rules were developed and it soon became clear that simply asking for a person's driver's license and if the passenger packed his or her own bags was not enough.

Current counter-hijacking measures are based around a series of concentric circles. These include:•Encouraging passengers to become aware of their surroundings and fellow passengers.•Hardening the airport's defenses and creating "sanitized" zones.•Greater examination of luggage.•Making the plane itself more secure.

Each one of these steps has a series of substeps. Often visitors turn to popular Web sources for information concerning what to do. The following is an example of one of these popular Web-based sources and the information that it gives to its readers. In the e-line news service "wikiHow," six steps are given for passengers to protect themselves against a terrorist attack. These include:1.Before boarding the plane, be alert to what is going on around you. There should be no unattended luggage. Passengers want to be sure that they have full control of their own luggage and that no piece of luggage is ever left unattended. In a like manner, the now famous phrase "see something, say something" is an important part of personal security. If you feel something is wrong, then listen to your gut.2.Being aware of what other terrorists have done in the past, such as the shoe bomber and the underwear bomber. The authors point out that alert passengers are safe passengers.3.Choose proper clothing. Airplanes are not meant to be fashion shows; they are meant as forms of transportation. Wearing light, comfortable, and nonflammable clothing is an important part of a personal evacuation should that ever be needed. Women should not wear heels, and people should use vision aids that are least likely to fail during an emergency.4.Listen to and read about the plane's safety steps. Too many people simply do not listen to the flight attendant's briefings and then review visually the passengers who are in close proximity. Ask yourself in case of an emergency: who is the strongest person in close proximity, where are children located, and how close am I to an emergency exit?5.Have a plan in mind should there be an attack. The old pattern of simply doing nothing and thereby appeasing the attacker may no longer be the best plan. However, you do not want to stand out in a crowd or raise the attacker's suspicion or anxiety level. Decide if you want to attack first or be submissive and establish a rapport with your abductors.6.Should you decide to fight: be prepared that the person may have a knife. Do not try to take the attacker on alone, but rather think how you can get other passengers to aid in the attack. Your highest chance of success will come if you can catch the hijackers off guard (<http://www.wikihow.com/End-a-Plane-Hijacking>).

Hardening the Terminal {#s0050}
======================

Experts in security use the word "hardening" to mean making a target less vulnerable or making it less susceptible to an attack. It should always be remembered that there is no such thing as 100% security. All life, reputations, and locations are always vulnerable and there is nothing made by human beings that cannot be destroyed. Nevertheless, experts can lessen a locale's vulnerability, and this lessening is called "hardening."

In the United States, airport and security professionals after the 9/11 attacks realized that they could not merely depend on passengers, but that airport terminals would have to become harder to target. To make the airports less likely targets, numerous measures have been taken around the world. Many airports were built, however, in a different era, and the airport's architecture does not lend itself easily to airport security, checkpoints, and metal detectors. Often airports need to be redesigned so as to accommodate a world that demands greater security. Airports have developed numerous ways to increase security. These include:1.Vehicles are not permitted in close proximity of the terminal.2.Vehicles are examined before being allowed to enter the terminal's premises. The preparking scan, however, is not easy to accomplish, as passengers normally carry baggage with them, and the opening of car trunks or the random scanning of vehicles hardens the target, but does not ensure security. Newer airports are taking into account the principles of CPTED (crime prevention through environmental design) and the CPTED offshoot TPTED (terrorism protection through environmental design). For example, many airports have found ways to remove blind spots from their security observers so that security personnel have a clear line of sight not only from the naked eye, but also via observational points and cameras.3.The use of body scanners and metal detectors. Perhaps the most common way to protect a large part of the airport and its airplanes is through the use of mechanical devices such as body scanners and metal detectors. Certainly these machines have proved themselves effective in having found numerous weapons and other prohibited objects. Nevertheless, it should be noted that they are only as effective as the people watching the machine. Although a great many weapons have been caught, there are still too many that get past these machines. Furthermore, often airport security machine personnel demonstrate lack of motivation (or overmotivation), a poor understanding of the travel experience, and signs of both physical and mental fatigue.4.Airport peripheral areas. Security personnel have questioned some of the security measures that governments have instituted. Although the areas beyond the security checkpoints are relatively safe, the precheckpoint areas are another matter. The same can be said for many airports where people must go to pick up luggage. Not only are many of these areas minimally guarded, but because so many security personnel have been moved into other areas of the airport, there is often no one guarding luggage as it comes off the conveyor belt. This lack of human supervision produces not only luggage that is taken by mistake, but means that luggage is open to being stolen or having a foreign object placed within it.5.Other areas of concern. Some of the other areas of concern are airport parking lots and garages, many of which are connected to the terminal and intertransportation (that connects to other forms of transportation, such as rails and bus service with the heart of the airport).

Greater Examination of Luggage {#s0055}
==============================

Another method of making an airplane (and the same also applies to cruises) more secure is through the examination of cargo. In the world of air travel, cargo tends to fall into three categories:1.Shipped cargo (e.g., packages and mail)2.Personal cargo (e.g., checked luggage)3.On-board cargo (e.g., carry-on luggage, handbags, medical equipment)

Each of these forms of cargo requires special treatment. From the tourism security perspective, the security professional must be able to enforce rules while acting in a civil and professional manner. Because tourism is such a media-covered industry, any mishandling of a passenger will almost immediately become a news item. On the other hand, the public demands full protection and does not tolerate security mistakes.

In the United States, as in most nations, civil aviation authorities and law enforcement agencies such as the police have been given the authority to inspect all baggage and also the traveler's person. This means that if security believes that a passenger's luggage or person may be a threat to the aircraft, other passengers, or the airport, the security professional has a right to investigate as he or she believes is necessary, or to deny boarding for that passenger. Most countries also have the following policies:1.If the passenger refuses to cooperate, then that passenger is subject to the laws of the nation from which the aircraft is to depart. Carriers have the right to deny a passenger boarding rights should he or she not cooperate with security personnel.2.Each nation has lists of who may perform baggage and personal examinations. The aircraft's captain always has the right to conduct further investigations even after the passenger has boarded the aircraft.

There is little doubt that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) still has problems with its current system(s). In December 2008, it was announced that full-body scanners would be used at U.S. airports. The full-body scanners were not only disliked by the public, but took a great deal of time to pass through and, despite the government's assurances to the contrary, many people questioned their impact on personal health due to the fear of radiation. Furthermore, there were questions as to the protection of personal privacy.

The scanners were disliked enough that on May 31, 2013, Fox News reported that:"The full-body scanners that caused an uproar for taking semi-scandalous snapshots of fliers at security checkpoints have been removed from America\'s airports. The move comes after a congressional mandate and several complaints lodged by privacy-rights activists who likened the scanners to a virtual strip search. Instead, airports will now use scanners that only show generic images of bodies, according to a letter released Thursday from TSA officials to members of the House Homeland Security Committee. "As of May 16, 2013, all AIT units deployed by TSA are equipped with (the body-masking) capability. Additionally, TSA\'s procurement of next generation AIT requires" the same body-obscuring capability, TSA Administrator John Pistole wrote in the letter, according to The Hill.("[@bb0070], para. 1--4)"

Furthermore, many other types of scanning machines often find false-positives such as peanut butter jars, baseballs, or sports equipment. Some experts believe that the rate of false-positives falls between 18% and 35% of all baggage examined. Other experts note that screeners became less careful as the number of false-positives increases. Freelance writer Beth Pinsker quotes Isaac Yeffet, formerly of EL AL airlines (considered to be the world's safest airline), as stating, "Let\'s say I\'m a screener, and I open the luggage to do a search and find chocolate or peanut butter---I\'m happy because I found what the machine flagged" ([@bb0060], para. 10). Yeffet goes on to state: "I can assure you, from my experience and knowledge...that most of the explosives will be in a false bottom" (para. 10). Yeffet notes that EL AL trains its personnel not to be machine operators, but rather to be "security professionals" who can think on their own. Pinsker goes on to ask the question: "What constitutes success? The answer of course is a machine that identifies every bomb while keeping false positives to a tolerable level. That\'s a formula sure to please passengers..." (para. 23).

In the United States, the TSA publishes a regularly updated list of what is allowed and not allowed on planes. For passengers confused as to what may or may not be allowed, the TSA provides an online Web service that allows passengers to ask questions. Some of the items that have long been on the TSA's not-allowed list include:•Sharp objects•Sporting goods that may cause harm•Guns and firearms•Tools that can become weapons•Martial arts and self-defense items that may become weapons•Explosive and flammable materials, disabling chemicals, and other dangerous items•Other items as determined by TSA agents

Perhaps the best way to handle the "what to bring" question is to realize that flying is a privilege and not a right, and that when we are on an airplane we are dealing not only with our own personal safety but also that of our fellow passengers and that of the crew.

Making the Plane Itself More Secure {#s0060}
===================================

There have been various methods to ensure the hardening of the aircraft itself, especially once it is in the sky. Although no one will provide (nor should it be provided) a full list of on-board security policies, some have become well known. Among these are:1.The use of air marshals on selective flights.2.The locking of the cockpit door.3.Additional training for all flight attendants. Being aware of what is happening on the plane may be a major deterrent.4.Because most cargo is not passenger cargo (it is estimated that the number is well below 50%), it is important that cargo also be inspected. To ensure the plane's security, air cargo is subject to random searches and X-raying; other suggestions (some of which have been implemented) include the reinforcing of cargo holds and passenger plane airframes. A number of transportation companies have developed "blast-proof baggage containers" and it is rumored that EL AL now has multiple devices on board to deflect an incoming missile.

It is almost impossible to write about airline safety and ignore the EL AL model. There are those people who approve and there are those who disapprove of some of EL AL's practices, but most people have come to see this model as the standard for the industry. Although there is a great deal we do not know about EL AL security, there is also a great deal that has been made public. Included in these known facts are:1.Airport security personnel are well-educated professionals who speak at least two languages.2.Airport and national security agencies work together and share intelligence.3.Israeli security agents are tested throughout the world and throughout the year. If a security person fails an infield test, he or she immediately loses his or her job.4.When it comes to the security of its planes and passengers, EL AL ignores issues of political correctness. In EL AL, world profiling is not a bad word and is done along psychological lines.5.Psychological profiling is also accomplished by interviewing all passengers prior to boarding the plane. EL AL does not have technicians. Instead, it has security specialists who are trained to read signals given off from every part of the body.6.EL AL was the first to not only lock cockpit doors, but also to reinforce them.7.EL AL planes use a system called "flight guard." This system, developed in Israel, protects planes from incoming missiles and/or flares sent off to confuse the airplane's protection system.8.EL AL uses air marshals and well-trained flight personnel who work in concert to make sure that every EL AL flight is safe.

Issues of Fire at Airports {#s0065}
==========================

Because many parts of an airport are one-way streets (entrances without exits), fire safety and design are especially important, especially in a period of time in which the majority of emphasis is on counter-terrorism. It should be remembered that a terrorist has a great many tools in his or her arsenal and the use of fire as a weapon to destroy both property and lives should not be discounted. For example, security specialists tend to see airport check-in, security, and immigration customs lines as challenges. These lines may produce bottlenecks where orderly lines quickly melt into chaos. Airports must have a fire evacuation strategy that permits the exiting of potentially large numbers of people in areas that are not designed for two-way pedestrian passages. What is true of the public areas of an airport is also true of the airport's "off-limit zones." Cargo areas are prime locales for a fire and this fire may then quickly spread to any number of locales. Should the fire in any way mix with fuel services, then a tragedy can easily turn into a catastrophe. Airport security specialists then need to identify all areas where a fire may break out and have a plan in place to contain the fire and evacuate large numbers of people in a minimum amount of time. Because airports welcome people from around the world, airport signage must be such that a person can understand it even if the person does not read the local language.

Other Suggestions in Hardening Air Travel {#s0070}
=========================================

There are numerous methods that have been tried around the world. The author does not endorse any of the ideas found below; they are merely creative ideas. It is necessary, however, to make sure terrorists understand that we are constantly changing our security models and that we are not merely reacting to what "was," but working hard to ensure that it "will not be." Here are a few suggestions:1.Require all flight personnel and especially pilots to have a background check, and use the top psychological models to make sure that pilots are not suicidal.2.Consider allowing police officers to fly at a deep discount if they carry a weapon and handcuffs.3.Determine what passengers really can and cannot carry. The belief that a plastic baggie worth less than a penny can protect a plane from exploding toothpaste is simply silly.4.Take protective measures at both check-in counters and bag claim.5.Have an air marshal on every flight and have this person in a different seat each time.6.Provide pilots and other air crew with pepper spray or other similar substances.7.Use some form of iris screening to identify passengers.8.Develop new techniques so that if the pilot is incapable of landing the plane, others can land it with or without knowledge of special equipment.9.Run a counter-terrorism video on the airplane prior to take-off, telling people that in case of a terrorist attack, not to panic and that the pilot may take certain precautions.10.Make sure that the cockpit is totally isolated from the rest of the plane; use double doors or nonbreakable doors.11.Require all crewmembers to be trained in counter-terrorism techniques.

Issues of Health {#s0075}
================

Although terrorism often grabs the headlines, perhaps an even more important issue is that of health. Health issues in the air take on three separate dimensions:1.Passenger health, the ability not to get sick while flying.2.Cross-continental and transnational health issues. This topic includes the transporting of illnesses from one place to another, and the exposing of populations to risks that normally do not exist in the host society.3.Use of illness as a "weapon" of mass destruction. In this case, a person who is intentionally ill is sent to another airport or nation for the expressed purpose of carrying an illness from one location to another.

There are a number of health risks that can impact any airline passenger, especially when the passenger is on a long trip (4 hours or more) and seated with minimal legroom. Deep vein thrombosis, for example, may be one of the traveler's greatest risks. Most airline Websites offer some guidance on how to avoid this problem through the use of exercises in place, the encouragement of taking a walk every few hours, and care in drinking a minimum of alcohol. For example, the United Airlines Website offers the following suggestions:"•Wear comfortable clothing and shoes.•Get a good night\'s sleep before your trip and rest as much as possible during the flight.•While away, get as many hours of sleep every day as you normally would at home. Taking short naps of 30--40 minutes will refresh you as you adjust to the new time zone.•Drink plenty of water and/or juice before and during the flight to stay hydrated.•Eat light meals during your flight. Also avoid caffeinated beverages and alcohol.•Don\'t remain in one position too long; perform the simple stretches as seen below and walk when possible.([@bb0065])"

Flying entails other risks. For example, an article written by various doctors found on the Federal Aviation Administration Website notes that:"1.Aircraft are pressurized to be somewhere from 6,000 to 8,000 feet above sea level. This higher altitude especially for people from sea-level communities means that there is less oxygen and that gases in body cavities expand more rapidly. The doctors also note that: "Furthermore, an increase in cabin altitude will cause gases in our body cavities (abdomen, middle ear behind the ear drum, sinuses) to expand as much as 25%. This can cause problems in the abdomen (bloating or stomach cramps), ears (a crackling sensation or ear block), and respiratory tract/sinuses...."2.Issues of jet lag, especially when one is crossing several or more time zones.3.Infectious diseases. Just as in any other confined space there is a chance that an infectious disease may pass from one person to another.([@bb0010]"

Because air travel is the most common form of travel, there are bound to be in-flight emergencies ranging from the birth of a child to a heart attack. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a book on health for travelers. Chapter 6 of this book states:"Worldwide, more than one billion people travel by commercial aircraft every year, and this number is expected to double in the next 20 years. Increasingly, large aircraft combined with an aging flying population makes the incidence of onboard medical emergencies likely to increase. Approximately 1 in 10,000 to 40,000 passengers has a medical incident during air transport. Of these, approximately 1 in 150,000 requires use of in-flight medical equipment or drugs. The most commonly encountered in-flight medical events, in order of frequency, are the following:1.Vasovagal syncope2.Gastrointestinal events3.Respiratory events4.Cardiac events5.Neurologic eventsDeaths aboard commercial aircraft have been estimated at 0.3 per 1 million passengers; approximately two-thirds of these are caused by cardiac problems.([@bb0040]"

In addition to standard first-aid kits, depending on the size of the aircraft and applicable regulations, enhanced emergency medical kits may include, but are not limited to:•Automatic external defibrillators•Intubation equipment (pediatric and adult)•CPR masks (pediatric and adult)•Intravenous access equipment and solutions•Intravenous dextrose•Antihistamines (oral and injectable)•First-line cardiac resuscitation drugs (atropine, epinephrine, lidocaine)•Nitroglycerin•Bronchodilators•Analgesics

Diseases Carried from One Nation or Continent to Another {#s0080}
========================================================

In 2011, the movie *Contagion* was released as a major motion picture. The movie is part of an ongoing genre of movies dealing with pandemics. Scientists and pandemic experts noted the accuracy of *Contagion*. The movie deals with a fast-moving pandemic. As in real life the medical community must not only scramble to find a cure, but it is unclear who may be transmitting the disease and what the role of air transportation may be in the spreading of the pandemic. The movie underlines the fact that it is not only the disease that is creating social havoc on a macro level but also the human proclivity to panic in the face of a silent killer. The panic causes the unraveling of much of society and this unraveling becomes a crisis in and of itself.

Although the movie is pure fiction, it serves to remind the tourism security professional that travelers, especially international travelers, may transmit diseases from one part of the world to another, either knowingly or unknowingly. This potential hazard is especially true if the host country has wiped out the disease and its population is not immune to it. Because airlines are not only an enclosed space but also carry people from multiple nationalities the potential to transmit disease is extremely high. Furthermore, most airlines use a hub-and-wheel method for flights and this means that people from various parts of the world may be feed into one hub. Thus, the passengers on a plane may have originated in various locations. The potential for illness may begin in the host locale, pass onto one or more terminals, be carried on an airplane, and finally infect people in the receiving locale. In June 2012, CNN provided a list of the 10 top airports for spreading diseases in the United States ([Table 7.2](#t0015){ref-type="table"} ).Table 7.2Air Travel RiskRank for spreading diseaseName of airportLocation1John F. Kennedy (JFK)New York2Los Angeles (LAX)California3Honolulu (HNL)Hawaii4San Francisco International Airport (SFO)San Francisco, California5Liberty Airport (EWR)Newark, New Jersey6O\'Hare International Airport (ORD)Chicago, Illinois7Dulles International AirportServes DC, in Virginia8Hartsfield-Jackson (ATL)Atlanta, Georgia9Miami International Airport (MIA)Miami, Florida10Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, (DFW)DFW (Grapevine) Texas

To add to the problem is the case of a media scare concerning a new pandemic. At least during the initial period it may not be clear where transmission is found or what the incubation period may be. Some of the airborne illnesses that have worried both medical personnel and travelers alike are:•Tuberculosis•Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)•Common colds•Influenzas•Meningococcal diseases•Malaria•Dengue•Measles•Food-borne illnesses

A good example of a false panic is SARS. The so-called SARS pandemic became a media event and did a great deal of damage to both Hong Kong and Toronto, Canada. In the case of Toronto, there were many more traffic fatalities than there were deaths caused by SARS and no one outside of a hospital environment was stricken with the illness. Another example is the 2006 outbreaks of avian (bird) flu (H5N1) in various nations around the world. These outbreaks caught the tourism industry\'s attention. Despite the great amount of publicity given to avian flu, it is important to note that as of this writing there have been less than 700 people so far who have contracted the disease.

The SARS panic caused far fewer deaths than did traffic accidents in the impacted places, but the panic that SARS caused created economic havoc. Although the media was a major component in scaring the public, reality proved to be different than what was stated on television. The tourism security officer then needs to be aware of not only the facts but also the perception of the facts as presented in the media. As a tourism security specialist you need to know that:•*Tourism is highly vulnerable to a panic situation*. The days after 9/11 ought to have retaught the tourism industry that for most people travel is a leisure purchase based on want rather than need. If travelers become afraid they may simply cancel their trips. In such cases, there may be massive layoffs of tourism workers.•*You must be prepared to take care of sick employees and their families*. The people staffing the tourism industry are also human. That means that their families and they are also susceptible to illnesses. Should large numbers of staff (or their families) become sick, hotels and restaurants may have to close simply due to manpower shortages. Tourism industry people need to develop plans on how they will maintain their industry while suffering from manpower shortages.•*Security personnel must be prepared to take care of visitors who fall ill and may not know how to contact local medical authorities or even speak the language of the local doctors*. Another problem to be considered is how the tourism industry will aid people who fall sick while on vacation. Medical notices will need to be distributed in multiple languages; people will need ways to communicate to loved ones and to describe symptoms to medical personnel in their own language.•*Security personnel must be prepared to fight against a pandemic not only from the medical perspective, but also from the marketing/information perspective*. Because the public may well panic it is important that the tourism industry be prepared to offer concrete and credible information. This information should be given to the public almost immediately. Every tourism office should have an information plan ready should a pandemic occur in its area. Develop creative Websites so that people can gain information any time of the day and without regard to where they may be located.•*Security personnel must be prepared to counter negative publicity with an action program*. For example, in areas that have been impacted by a disease, make sure to advise travelers to stay current with their vaccinations and create medical information sheets. It is essential that the public know where to go for information, as well as what is true versus what is false. For travelers who may not be up-to-date with current shots, offer lists of doctors and clinics willing to accept traveler\'s insurance.•*An up-to-date first-aid kit and proper preventative procedures at hotels and other places of lodging*. For example, make sure that employees use antibacterial hand wipes and encourage hotels to provide these for travelers.•*Security personnel must be prepared to work with travel insurance companies*. In case of a pandemic, travelers may not receive value for money and may desire to either cancel a trip or cut it short. The best way to maintain good will is by working with such organizations as the United States Travel Industry Association (in Canada, it is called Travel and Health Industry Association of Canada). Develop travel health programs with these organizations so that visitors feel financially protected.•*Be prepared to work with the media*. A pandemic is like any other tourism crisis and should be treated as such. Prepare for it before it strikes. If it should occur, set your action plan in place and make sure that you work with the media. Finally, have a recovery plan set so that once the crisis has abated you can begin a financial recovery program.

The bottom line is that air travel may not produce illnesses, but the transfer of large numbers of people from one place to the next may be a source of worry not only for medical authorities, but also for tourism security professionals.

Terrorism-Based Illnesses {#s0085}
=========================

If an unintentional disease or pandemic can send the tourism industry into a panic, then an intentionally planned attack could have catastrophic results. Tourism security specialists realize that their industry could be used as part of some form of biological warfare.

Tourism is based on the premise that we live in an interconnected world. For the most part, this interconnectivity has brought a great deal of benefits to millions of people. Nevertheless, there is nothing gained in this world without a price. One of the prices we all pay for bringing the world together is that we are not only open to new cultural experiences, but also new biological threats. As *Newsweek* noted in its April 29, 2009, issue in reference to the swine influenza:"The central driver is the increasingly interconnected world we live in. Even the most remote areas of the planet can now be reached in less than 48 hours. Diseases now plaguing those in refugee camps, heavily populated and growing slums or the most remote tropical rainforests can, without warning, show up in far-flung towns and cities. A devastating hemorrhagic-disease epidemic in Africa or South America could rapidly become the hemorrhagic epidemic of Boston or Bordeaux. Even good clinicians rarely have the knowledge to diagnose and treat exotic tropical diseases. Until a month ago, our attention was focused on Asia---the source of the last two influenza pandemics, in 1957 and 1968---as the likely source for the next one. And yet it appeared in Mexico while we weren\'t looking.("[@bb0055], para. 3)"

The tourism industry is particularly vulnerable to biological warfare, especially in the form of contagious illnesses such as smallpox. Because tourism is a peacetime and often leisure industry, it can become the perfect undercover delivery system. Here are just a few reasons for this:1.Traveling today, especially in a world with limited visa restrictions, is relatively easy.2.Airports are hubs with thousands of people going to any number of places. These are easy centers in which to expose people to contagious diseases and they will then act as carriers to any number of other places.3.Often travelers make more than one stop. These additional stops mean a greater potential for infection. It can also become exceedingly difficult to develop the common thread that unites all of the infected victims.4.Tourism receives a great deal of publicity. Once the epidemic (pandemic/disease) is identified by the media, there is a high probability of some form of panic.5.Tourism is a major economic generator in and of itself and numerous other industries are also dependent on the travel industry. If the public fears travel, the economy will be severely injured if not destroyed.

What makes many of these potential diseases scary is that they are easy to produce/make, and the delivery system may be almost impossible to detect. Furthermore, were terrorists to use a powder of anthrax or get someone ill with smallpox organisms, these diseases would be almost impossible to detect until it was too late. To make matters still worse, the physicians attending the sick might lose valuable time until they were able to determine the cause of the illness. Additionally, health workers might panic, leaving the sick unattended and the public in a state of alarm.

Finally, tourism security specialists and professionals will need to be concerned about not only the movement of people, but also the threat to food and the movement of contaminated food from one location to another. These are special threats to people who may eat contaminated food, then board an airplane and not realize that they are sick until they are at the next locale or in the air. For example, the World Health Organization notes that:"During 1996, tourists who travelled to yellow fever endemic areas without having had yellow fever vaccination imported fatal yellow fever infections into the United States and Switzerland. During the same year approximately 10,000 reported cases of malaria were imported into the European Community, with one fourth of them reported from the United Kingdom. When cholera re-entered Peru in 1991, after a long absence, it found an opportunity to spread through the existing sanitation and water systems, causing over 3000 deaths. Seafood exports were embargoed from Peru and tourism decreased, costing an estimated loss of at least US\$770 million to the Peruvian economy in one year.("[@bb0030], para. 2)"

The world is an interconnected planet. The good news is that tourism allows people to get to know each other and understand each other from around the world. The bad news is that often we bring other baggage when we travel than merely our suitcases!

Train Travel as Tourism {#s0090}
=======================

Although air travel, especially in tourism, is the most preferred form of public transportation, other forms of transportation have long played a part in tourism. In an earlier chapter, we discussed the cruise industry and its impact on tourism. In this chapter, we turn to two other forms of land tourism travel: travel by train and travel by bus and motor coach.

Perhaps no form of travel has captured the public's imagination as much as the train called the *Orient Express*. Portrayed in film and in literature, this train has come to be the epicenter of both intrigue and romance within nineteenth-century Europe. The actual train began service from Paris to Constantinople (now Istanbul) in October 1883. The media dubbed the train the "Orient Express," and the name stuck. The "luxury" train became a favorite of European royalty and was also known as the "spies express." A number of movies portrayed the train as a center of spies and even murder, and this portrayal added to the train's acquired glamor ([@bb0075]). The *Orient Express* was not the only train to be considered romantic in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century world of train travel. U.S. trains have also become part of what we might call the "romance of the Old West."

Train travel began in the United States in the early part of the nineteenth century. With the expansion toward the western states, train travel had the advantage of comfort and speed over horse travel, especially over long distances. Trains in the United States had three main purposes: transportation of goods, transportation of people, and in the latter part of the century, more luxurious trains provided tourism experiences to parts of the United States that were relatively unknown to a large part of the nation's eastern population. Train travel, however, was not without problems. Not only was there the problem of derailments and other mechanical breakdowns, but there were also issues of attacks by "hostile" natives and by robbers. Many of these "security issues" became part of the U.S. movie industry and added to a sense of adventure. In 2010, *National Geographic* published its list of the top 10 train trips in North America. The list included:"•Peak Experience: Colorado's Durango and Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad•Revolutionary Railway: New York to Vermont *Ethan Allen Express*•Northwest Passage: Oregon to British Colombia Canada, *Amtrak Cascades*•A Ride in the Woods: West Virginia's Cass Scenic Railroad•Westward Ho: Chicago to California, *California Zephyr*•Mountain Climber: British Colombia to Alberta, *Rocky Mountaineer*•On the Rim of Copper Canyon: Mexico's Chihuahua Pacific Railway•Hail to the Chief: Los Angeles to Chicago, *Southwest Chief*•Wilderness Alaska the Easy Way: Years 1988--2013•Grand Old Time: Arizona's Grand Canyon Railway.[@bb0020]"

In the latter part of the twentieth century, train travel, which had fallen into a downward spiral, began to take on new life in tourism. The reasons for this renaissance were economic and involved issues of security. These included:•Trains were considered to be more ecologically friendly. They can carry more people for less use of energy.•Trains were considered by some to be safer. There was less publicity given to a train disaster than to an air disaster.•The introduction of the bullet train in Japan and Europe made train travel a lot faster than it had been in the past.•The "EuroPass" gave thousands of young North Americans a train travel experience that they had not had at home.•Senior citizens and young people had the extra time to travel by train and see the countryside as they traveled.

Despite the fact that train travel is somewhat immune to accidents, violence, and even terrorism, the reality is that it is not immune. Found below is a listing of some of the worst train accidents in the last 25 years:"•July 12, 2013: Six people are killed and nearly 200 injured just south of Paris when four cars slide off the tracks as a passenger train speeds through the small French town of Brétigny-sur-Orge.•April 22, 2012: A woman dies of injuries a day after two trains collide head-on in Amsterdam. At least 16 people are seriously injured.•April 13, 2012: Three people are killed and 13 injured in a train crash near Frankfurt when two trains collide and derail.•March 3, 2012: Two trains collide head-on in southern Poland, killing at least 8 people and injuring around 50.•January 30, 2011: A head-on collision between a cargo train and a passenger train kills at least 10 people and injures 23 near the eastern German village of Hordorf.•December 9, 2010: One person is killed and two others are injured after a train derailed in southern Greece between the southern cities of Argos and Tripoli.•August 6, 2010: A train derails in southern Italy, killing one passenger and leaving about 30 injured on the outskirts of Naples, its destination.•July 23, 2010: Switzerland\'s popular *Glacier Express* tourist train derails in the Alps, killing one person and injuring 42 on its spectacular journey between Zermatt and St Moritz.•February 15, 2010: A train wreck in Buizingen, Belgium, kills 18 people and injures 55.•July 1, 2009: Thirty-two people are killed and 26 injured when a train carrying liquefied gas derails and explodes while traveling through a downtown neighborhood in the Tuscan seaside town of Viareggio.•October 6, 2008: A local passenger train runs into the back of a long-distance train near Budapest, Hungary, killing 4 people and injuring 26 people.•January 27, 2008: A passenger train derails in central Turkey, killing at least 9 people and injuring dozens of others, possibly due to ice on the tracks.•September 2006: The Transrapid magnetic levitation train, which floats on a magnetic cushion, hits a maintenance vehicle on a test track in the Emsland area of Germany, killing 23 people.•July 3, 2006: A local passenger train crashes in the southern city of Valencia, killing 41 people. Excessive speed is blamed.•January 2006: Up to 46 people are killed and 198 injured when a packed train derails and plunges into a ravine outside Podgorica, the capital of Montenegro.•January 2005: Seventeen people are killed when a passenger train and a freight train crash north of Bologna, Italy.•June 2003: A Spanish passenger train travelling to Cartagena from Madrid crashes into the path of an oncoming goods train at Chinchilla, killing 19.•May 2003: Thirty-four people are killed in Hungary when the Budapest-Nagykanizsa train hits a coach full of mainly elderly German holidaymakers at a level crossing near Siofok.•November 2000: A fire in an Austrian tunnel engulfs a funicular train packed with skiers, killing 155 people.•October 1999: Two trains collide near London\'s Paddington station, killing 31 people. One of the trains had gone through a red signal.•June 1998: A high-speed train derails near the village of Eschede in Lower Saxony, Germany, killing 101 and injuring 88. It was caused by a single fatigue crack in one wheel that caused the train to derail at a switch and collide with a road bridge.•December 1988: Thirty-five people die in a crash involving three trains at Clapham Junction in London. Slack safety measures are blamed.("[@bb0025]"

One of the most recent tragic incidents involving train travel occurred in Spain in July 2013. The crash is important not only in that it was one of Spain's worst disasters since 1944, but also because it symbolizes that all forms of transportation carry risk. The accident took place near Santiago de Compostela, a major tourism center, especially for religious tourism. Although it will take some time to know all of the facts, as of this writing, we know that at least 79 people died when the train derailed. The train's conductor has pled guilty to having spoken on a cell phone while taking a major curve at a speed well above what the law permitted. It is clear from the evidence given that human error caused the crash. The victims came from numerous nations around the world, and to quote one news source: "The crash has cast a pall over the town, a Catholic pilgrimage site. Santiago officials had been preparing for the religious feast of St. James of Compostela, Spain\'s patron saint, the day after the crash, but canceled it and turned a local sporting arena into a morgue" ("[@bb0015], para. 23).

Tragedy has struck the Spanish rail system in other ways. For example, on March 11, 2004, bombs went off almost simultaneously in various commuter trains entering the city of Madrid. These explosions killed 191 people and wounded over 1,800 other innocent victims. The bombings may have not only murdered and injured a great many people, but may have caused the prime minister at the time to lose the election. Spain's new government then pulled out of its involvement in the Iraq war.

From both the train accidents and terrorism attacks, a number of facts begin to emerge:•Although train travel is considered less dangerous than air travel, the reality is that in both forms of transportation, there is always risk.•Although most governments place their resources into airline protection, the possibility of a terrorism attack against a train, especially against a commuter train, is ever present.•Currently trains are a weak link in the world of tourism security.•Nations would be wise to consider the consequences of attacks against not only people but also against cargo. Often trains carry dangerous chemicals or other substances through populated areas.

Train transportation then is an area about which not only tourism security officials need to concern themselves, but general security officials also.

Bus Tourism {#s0095}
===========

It would be incomplete to consider tourism transportation security and not also mention the motor coach part of the market. In reality, there are several areas that we might call "bus tourism." These include:1.Local buses used by both members of the local population and at times visitors to the community.2.Intercity buses used by both members of the local population and visitors.3.Buses that are rented for either a party or an affinity group, such as a school or business association.4.Tour buses. These may be local buses that work with larger companies such as a cruise line or they may have set routes by which they take visitors to specific attractions in a specific locale. The English Double Decker city tour buses are a good example of this type of bus. Often both European and American cities have day-long and half-day tour buses that provide an overview of the locale.5.Motor coaches, which may be considered a more luxurious form of tourism and are used specifically for the visitor industry. We may define a motor coach as somewhat akin to a cruise on land.

Motor coaches, however, are both similar and different from other forms of tourism transportation for the following reasons:1.They tend to have either affinity groups or groups that become affinity groups. That is, they do not accept passenger traffic along the way.2.Unlike cruises, they provide lodging and food in other accommodations such as hotels or motels.3.There tends to be a relationship between the driver and the passengers.4.Baggage may be taken off the bus at every overnight stop.5.Like the tour bus, their goal is the visitation of specific sites, but unlike the tour bus, the drivers tend to develop a relationship with the passengers over time, and the travel duration is much more than a day.

Motor coaches must distinguish between issues of safety and security. In both cases, there is safety and security on the bus and off it. [Table 7.3](#t0020){ref-type="table"} illustrates some of the many complex issues facing motor coach companies in regard to issues of safety and security.Table 7.3On- and Off-Bus Security and Safety ChallengesIssues of bus security, such as:\
 Condition of the tires\
 Engine maintenance\
 Conditions of roads used\
 Driver fatigue/illness\
 Passenger illness\
  Fire on busIssues of bus security:\
 Protection from:\
 Robbery\
 Acts of terrorism\
 Active shooter\
 Fights between passengersSafety issues off the bus:\
 Food safety at local restaurants\
 Hotel air filtration and cleanliness\
 Accidents caused by another driver\
Fires outside of busIssues of off-bus security:\
 On-road robbery\
 Robbery and room break-in at hotel\
 Terrorism attacks\
 Security of the bus while parked

Although a motor coach is vulnerable to all of the above, few incidents occur. Most incidents tend to be with tour buses that are sometimes confused with motor coaches. Part of the reason for motor coach safety and security is that the National Tour Association (NTA) spends a great deal of time encouraging both mechanical and human safety and security. In the appendix of this chapter, for example, you will find the Crisis Management Plan Structure. The Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety would disagree. This organization argues that there have been between 1990 and 2012 at least 317 deaths and some 3,111 injuries. However, it is essential to note that the organization then states that:"The list (of the dead and injured) is compiled by Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety from reports documented in the media and investigations conducted by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and is not a census of all bus crashes or fatalities. For the purposes of this list, the term motorcoach refers to an over-the-road bus that carries more than 15 passengers including the driver.([@bb0045]"

It should be noted that tourism bus safety in many places does not meet international standards. The rape of tourists in front of other passengers while the bus was traveling to Rio de Janeiro notes a lack of security. In countries such as Peru and Mexico, road and travel conditions are more than lacking. Below are two of the many bus tragedies that made the news around the world.

Attack in Mexico {#s0100}
----------------

On February 25, 2012, some 22 passengers were robbed and assaulted on a Mexican tour bus traveling near the tourist city of Puerto Vallarta. Luckily there was no loss of life, although there was loss of property. The attackers "intercepted" the bus as it passed through the town of El Nogalito. The incident followed on the heels of another incident in Mexico where an American mother and her daughters were among seven passengers who lost their lives in Pachuca (state of Veracruz). It should be emphasized that these were not motor coaches per se, but tour buses. Nevertheless, this incident teaches us several important security points:•The robbers had inside information as to where the buses would be.•There was no special dispensation given to visitors.•In the case of the Puerto Vallarta incident, the robbers specifically targeted people on a tour bus.

Bus Disaster in Italy {#s0105}
---------------------

A more typical situation is what occurred in July 29, 2013, in Italy. Some 39 people died when their bus plunged off a ravine in southern Italy. It should be noted that this was not a tour bus. The tragic news, however, demonstrated that both locals and tourists are forced to use often-substandard roads, bridges, and other public arteries.

The bus world is highly complex and it is essential for tourism security personnel to be aware of the different forms of bus travel and the different challenges that each one of these subcategories faces.

APPENDIX: NTA\'s CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN STRUCTURE[1](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} {#s0110}
============================================================================

The following outline will help tour operators develop and personalize a step-by-step management plan to put into action at a time of crisis. Tour operators should share their crisis plan with suppliers they will use on tour to ensure there is coordination in the time of a crisis.

Coordination Team: Internal Leader/External Leader {#s0115}
--------------------------------------------------

•Develop holding statement immediately.•Contact team leaders (who makes up the Coordination Team).•Meet with Coordination Team.•Determine current situation (identify what is known, what must be verified).•Make key assignments to team leaders.•Determine if "on-site" team needs to go.•Prepare statements with legal/finance review (but legal does *not* have the final call on statement---company leader/Coordination Team leader does).•Alert all systems/staff (reservations, IT, etc.).•Assign a scribe to record all events chronologically---right hand to internal team leader (consider a report/time sheet for key individuals to complete as things happen and regularly submit to the scribe).•Internal communications---employee nurturing---critical to remember the care and feeding of the staff.•Develop succession plans for when key players are not available and/or shift controls on rotation (i.e., if internal team leader is not available, who takes that role, and then who fills his/her role, etc.).•Always keep looking forward---ANTICIPATE (let the teams deal with the details and minutia so the whole process keeps moving forward).•Ongoing evaluation of process for adjustments as needed and for future use.•Wrap-up session as crisis ends (or key stages come to an end).

General Inquiries (Brings an Anticipation of What General Inquiries Will Be) {#s0120}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

•Immediately tell employees and customer service personnel how to respond---develop a holding statement ("Yes there is a situation. We are aware of it and investigating it, and we'll find out the details and get back to you.").•Dependent on the situation, share appropriate messages of condolence. Don't forget to reference staff, drivers, etc.•After the Coordination Team meeting---develop official statements for customer inquiries.•Prepare written statements for email inquiries.•Coordinate with agency team because agents will be calling reservation center line first.•Coordinate with the guest relations and media teams for messages.•Run manifest of guests on tour for reference during inquiries.•Develop rotation system so everyone can be better prepared and rested for their shifts.•Consider special touch-tone message or 800 line with prepared statements to public (depends on situation).

Media Team (Includes Suppliers/DMOs/Aassociations, etc.) {#s0125}
--------------------------------------------------------

•Contact external PR assistance.•Establish media site (off-site of main management area, like a local hotel)---be sure there is meet-and-greet staff and phone reception for all media inquiries.•Establish spokesperson(s) (may be more than one depending on situation, never more than two---may be one at home and one on-site).•Remind/inform all employees to refer all media calls to media team and make no comments outside of statements provided. Give them talking points to pass on to the media team, so that it is handled properly and positively).•Review initial "holding statement" (or create specific to media as needed) and revise as possible with updates.•Recognize the power and immediacy of social media.•Have email/phone number for key media people for quick access, including national media, depending on crisis.•Identify who if anyone will speak to media on-site---especially before on-site team arrives (local supplier, tour director/staff, officials).•Be sure that anyone in proximity who could be approached by media is briefed with statements (e.g., shared tenants).•Ongoing:•Monitor news and social media (online, TV, radio, etc.).•Coordinate closely with all communications teams to ensure messages are consistent.•Gather as much information as possible for other trams.•Notify/update partners, suppliers, NTA, etc.•Have hard copy, updated lists of contact information and keep current.

On-Site Team (Involves Elements of All Other Teams, Handled at the Scene) {#s0130}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

•Locate "go bag" (prepared in advance and ready for travel to site; contains satellite phone, if necessary; cameras; crisis manual; employee contact lists for 24/7 coverage; cash access; corporate credit cards).•Provide direction to on-site interim staff for actions prior to On-site Team arrival.•Complete logistics of getting to the site (flight arrangements, lodging, etc.).•Coordinate with suppliers at the scene (coach company, DMO).•Instigate roles with the on-site team and consultant team, if appropriate.•Establish location of all involved.•Establish On-site Command Center and distribute contact information to HQ, suppliers, etc.•Coordinate with Media Team for on-site spokesperson/media needs.•Provide counseling/comfort for those involved.

Operations/Logistics Team (Fact Checkers, Logistics, Resources) {#s0135}
---------------------------------------------------------------

•Coordinate with On-site Team to develop interim on-site team by identifying who is in the immediate area (tour directors, drivers, supplier representatives).•Identify other resources in the area (other suppliers/contacts the company has access to in local area).•Prepare the tour director (on-site staff) with "holding statement" and initial talking points particularly for media---refer media as possible to Media Team at HQ.•Run manifest for who was involved.•Begin verifying facts---determine fatalities, injuries, causes of accident/situation, etc.•Conduct ongoing analysis of the situation.•Key: Internal/external communication plan must be solid and consistent.•Prepare information for contacting families/next of kin as needed---turn over to customer service center.•Coordinate logistics for anyone else who needs to get to the site, such as family members, suppliers, other staff, etc.

Legal/Contract/Finance {#s0140}
----------------------

•Review supplier contracts.•Review insurance forms.•Review passenger manifest.•Check insurance coverage---what is financial exposure.•Notify insurance broker and legal counsel.•Coordinate with Operations Team on potential liabilities/exposure:•Driver record.•Equipment record.•Supplier record.•Company record.•Hire accident investigator as needed.•Fund tour directors---wire money---have plan for weekends, holidays, etc. (may need to rely on local contacts/suppliers).•What did the participants lose?---What will the company need to replace (passports, keys, clothing, valuables, etc.).•Get police report, if applicable.•Begin looking at future impacts from incident (insurance increases, contract clauses, etc.).

Miscellaneous Points {#s0145}
--------------------

•First, determine who "owns" the crisis---is it your company's, carriers', etc.?•Anticipate appearance of cell-phone video of the incident. Social media is everywhere and coverage will be instantaneous of everything.•Suppliers must have 24/7 emergency contact to reach company.•Let suppliers and partners know what you expect of them in a crisis situation---suppliers need to have emergency kits with critical emergency information for reaching company.•In Europe, government is more involved with control of accidents than in the United States. What may happen in this specific location?•Assist people who can't get their belongings---company must provide prescriptions, glasses, clothing, other needs.•Short-term costs pay off in the long run.•Be sure you document your due diligence (any resources used to determine safety and security of destination).•Most overlooked or neglected component is staff: What if the trauma devastates the employees' work? Needs to be a major focus of your business continuity plan.•Contact cascades---who contacts whom---especially in a catastrophic event at all levels have contingencies.

Internal Communications Issues {#s0150}
------------------------------

•Initial notification.•Internal updates: What? When? How?•Interteam communication.•Communication beyond HQ.•Critical especially with shift rotations---is there a paper trail or central location for people to get briefed?•Assign company contact(s) for suppliers to deal directly with at HQ and provide backup contacts.•Consider relevant time differences.•Emergency card with contact numbers and essential logistics number provided to all staff and a checklist on other side of top dos and don'ts so they have an immediate reference of what to do first.

The Crisis Management Plan Structure in this Appendix is reprinted with permission of the National Tour Association (NTA). Copyright 2013. All rights reserved.
